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The spectrometer at the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron has been used
to measure fast neutron total cros s sections of a number of nuclides
ranging from C to Bi. Bursts of 45 MeV (average energy) deuterons of
NI ns-e-c-duralion-slfIlClngatIiicKnaturaTuranlum-target YlelCl -a- broad
neutron spectrum, capable to obtain useful neutron data between about
0,5 - 30 MeV. Neutrons were analysed by time -of-flight. The analysis
system include s a 57 m flight path, a 9 cm diameter x 1 cm thick NE -213
liquid scintillator in connection with a zero-cross over tunnel diode time-
mark circuit and a digital time analyzer coupled with a CDC-3100 on-line
computer as the time recording system. The overall resolution in the pre-
sent experiments was:sO, 03 ns/m. The high neutron intensity from the
cyclotron permits rapid data accumulation. Typically 1 % statistical accu-
racy was obtained in most of the 16000 data points in a 10 - 12 h running
time.
In the energy dependent cross section significant fluctuations have been
observed up to several MeV. In the light elements C, Q, Al, Na, S
fluctuations outside the statistical uncertainty range up to 10 MeV or more,
for the elements Ca and Fe fluctuations up to 6 - 8 MeV and forBi and Tl
up to 3 - 4 MeV were found. In order to investigate the effects of
fluctuations a statistical analysis wasperformed in some cases.
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1. Introduction
The objective of the study on high resolution cross-section is the
acquisition of a systematic experimental knowledge and the approach
of physical understanding of fast neutron scattering phenomena. One of
the impulses of such measurements was given from fast reactor design
requests and from shielding requirements. On the other hand, studies
are chiefly maintained in order to provide a basic physical understanding
1;0 a1l0w aceu-rate predictionson unknown data byapplicationof suitable
semiempirical non- sophisticated models.
The extremely complicated structure of intermediate and heavy weight
nuclei in the fast neutron region is a serious problerrr to the reactor
and nuclear physicist. A microscopic resonance analysis of the' resonance
structure also in the region of non-overlapping levels if at all will be
possible only in the lowest energy range covered by the present data.
Therefore other physical interpretations leading to structure information
and providing descriptions useful for applied calculations are necessary:
useful physical approaches seem to be the concept of intermediate structure
in the sense of Ericson i) 01" of Block and Feshbach~)In the concept of
Block and Feshbach the intermediate configurations represent short lived
two-particle, one - hole configurations 01" more complex tdoorway statel
configurations~ which should appeal" as broad peaks in the excitation
functions. According tö Ericson fluctuations should be present also in
the region of strongly overlapping levels as a consequence of the random
phase approximation. Other useful concepts are the descriptions of cross-
sections by average quantities such as the average spacings and average
widths of compound nuclear levels.
In section 2 of this paper the high resolution time -of -flight spectrometer
e:mployed in this work and some experimental results are described, while
in section 3 the analysis and comparisons with calculations based on statisti-
cal arguments and compound nuclear theory are outlined.
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2. Experilllents and results
The experilllental procedure required high resolution and sensivity
since all physically llleaningful structure should be observed. On the
other hand, the llleasurelllents required lllethods capable of the
acquisition and processing of a large alllount of experilllental inforlllation
Such requirelllents are essentially satisfied now by the existing tillle-of-
flight spectrolllet er and the CDC-3100 on-line data acquisition sytelll
a.t the cyc1otron and the extended dataprocef>sing system of the
IBM 7074 cOlllputer. The cyclotron provided with a particular tdeflec-
tion bunching~_ systelll described elsewhere 3) was used to produce
,
short (~ 1 nsec) intense bursts of neutrons with 20 kc/s repetition
rate and a broad neutron spectrulll. Neutron production was achieved
by (d, nx) reactions in thick natural uraniulll targets by bOlllbardlllent
with 45 MeV deuterons frOlll the internal bealll. By tillling of the neu-
trons over a 57 III flight path aresolution of ~ 0,03 nsec/m was ob-
tained. Tillle-of-flight assignlllents were lllade with a digital tillle-
sorter (LABEN UC -KB). Typically 2 x 8000 tillle channels of 1 nsec
channel width were used. The presently used on-line program allows
several autolllatical operations during the llleasurelllent (spectrum
compatibilisation, dead time observation, etc.) and exerts a great
deal of on-line-control of the overall-reliability of the time-of-flight
apparatus. Unfortunately, however, the maximum input .rate of
104 c/sec limits the rapid data accumulation at present.
Because of the limited memory capacity of the CDC-3100 the input
data are preaccumulated in the memory separately foi: both sampIe
positions. After each cycle for f sampIe int and ropen beamt position,
for which typically a total period of 5 - 8 min was chosen, the informa-
-- ti0nisstored,-on magnetic tape.;-Accumulation of the elltire information
belonging to the same run is accomplished after the measurements.
Total neutron cross-sections of 9 elements, C, 0, Na, Al, S, Ca, Fe,
Bi and Tl were measured at increasing energy intervals from about
0,5 - 30 MeV.
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In figures 1 - 5 total neutron cross-sections on C, Na and S are shown
in different subintervals. The energy resolution is 'believed to be 2
channe1s at all energies,. The statistical uncertainties in m.ost of the data-
points are between 1 - 3 0/0. Absolute uncertainties are less than 3 0/0.
The data had been com.pared with selected published data (not shown)
from. various laboratories 5) -10). In general, the agreem.ent with published
work is good. In several energy regions the data exhibit m.ore structure
than was Qb$erY~c:Lin t:h~ earli~r m.eCisurem.ents. The differences in structure
can be attributed m.ainly to the difference in energy re solutions. If our
curves are sm.oothed by using average intervals equivalent to the energy
resolution of the previous m.easurem.ents, the rem.ain!ng structure agrees
with that observed in other laboratories, There are, however, still som.e
discrepancies~ Com.paring (e. g.) the data on C in the energy region around
2.8 MeV (fig. 1) with data reported by Willard et. al. 11), there is a
discrepancy concerning the sharp resonance of"'" 5 keV (f. w. h. m..) ob-
served in our m.easurem.ents. This resonance could not be observed by
Willard, Bair and Cohn in a 5 keV resolution m.easurem.ent. We have been
unable to identify any error in our data which could be responsible for this
disagreem.ent. But the level at 2,817 MeV was observed also in the C 12
(d, p) C 13 reaction 12). So we believe that this is the sam.e resonance as
we found in our total neutron cross section measurem.ent.
The sodium. data (figures 2 to 4) can be com.pared m.ainly with the recent
13)
m.easurem.ents of Langsford et al. which, however, shows poorer
statistical accuracy than our data. The average cross - sections agree well
with these m.easurem.ents. Over a wide energy range we observed m.ore
structure which fact can be attributed to our higher energy resolution.
Above 6 MeV we do not agree at all with the details of structure even if
the different energy spreads arefaken iritöäcc6l.iri.t. Bu:tifi this rafigethe
14)
Hanford data are in good agr'eem.ent with our and other data '.
Sim.ilar argum.ents -i. e. good agreem.ent with other published data 15) 16)
was found for comparable energy spreads -applies for the sulfur results.
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These data are an exa:mple for what happens in the MeV region of inter-
:mediate weight nudeL While in the lowest energ y region the rapid fluetuations
are due to individual levels. these levels start overlapping :more and ITlore at
inereasing energies. At about several MeV the average widths beeo:me eo:mpara-
ble to the average spacings and finally we enter the region of Erieson fluetuations
where rJ/D »1. It is this situation where the argu:ments :mentioned earlierJrT
i. e. the need of interpretation leading to structure infor:mation and the need
of providing deseriptions useful for applied ealeulations. beeo:me :meCl.Il.i~gfll!.
3. Analysis and diseussion
Causes of fluetuations whieh were eonsidered are :mainly inter:mediate strueture.
Additionally Erieson fluetuations and fluetuations of neutron widths and spacings
of eo:mpound nuclear levels have been included in so:me eases.
In order to investigate whether a broad strueture is present in addition to the
fine strueture the analysis proposed by Pappalardo 17) was perfor:med for Al,
Na. 5, Ca and Fe in the energy regions in whieh fluetuations were observed.
This oecured :mostly in the region between 0.8 - 8 MeV. For eaeh ele:ment
the analysis was perfor:med separately for four quarters of the total range.
The correlations functions C (0. 5 ) i. e. unnor:malized variance for Al are shown
in fig. 6. The subintervalls over which the data were taken are fro:m 0,8 - 2,
2 - 4. 4 - 6 and 6 - 8 MeV respectively. The error bars are deduced fro:m the
finS.te nu:mber of fluetuations.
The presence of a second rise in the varianee curves is taken as an evidence
that a broader strueture exists. Fro:m the curve s in fig. 6 such a structure
rnust be assu:med for alu:miniu:m at least in the two lower energy subintervall s.
Sirnilar l'esults were obtained for the other ele:ments in someenergy regions.
To conclude anything about the nature of the structure fro:m these results it
is necessary to go into :more details. It has been shown by so:me authors 18)
that inter:mediate structure can also be explained in ter:ms of statistieal
fluctuations in the para:meters that describe co:mpound nuclear levels, i. e.
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su~h structure must not necessarily be interpreted as doorwaystate
structure. We have also considered the possibility of such an interpretation
which was done by an analysis sirnilar to the theory of Agodi et al. 19)
Assuming various conventional distributions for level spacings and level
widths this theory yields values for the number of levels of given spin
and parity that can exist in an average interval and still give rise to the
observed intermediate structure~ In several cases it i s difficult to
jt:lf3Jify th~ Q.i§<::J:"~I>a..n<::y between the numb~r of levels found and the number
of levels that would be necessary to explain the observed intermediate
structure in terms of level statistics. Although somewhat tenuous~this
arguments suggest that the broader structure involve's the type associated
with doorway states. Further evidence for this interpretation comes from
a rough calculation of average level distances for two partic1e, one-hole
states from the shell modell which have been made in the cases of Al, Ca
and Fe and which gave order of magnitude agreement with the experiment.
We would, however, point out that the energy dependence of avenage
distances is in qualitative disagreement. While from the calculation a
decrease of the level distances is predicted, the average distances of
the broader maxitna in the cross section curves seem to increase with
increasing energies.
The analysis applied in this work also provides values for the auto-
correlations functions which are used in the theory öf Ericson fluctuations.
This enables us to deduce level densities and average level widths if the
conditionrj/Qrr('>1 is fulfilled. There is, however, some doubt that this
condition holds, especially for the lighter nuc1ei, even at higher energies.
Nevertheless it was proved that in various subintervalls the calculated
curves follow the theoretical dependence of C(I. 5 ) on Ö if the average
is taken over the fine structure only. The values obtained for level
spacings and level widths are largely in, agreement with other reported
values 10) .
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Finally. it should be mentioned that a statistical analysis provides a
method to deduce level densities applying the theory of Agodi and
Pappalardo 19). The first results which have been obtained till now
are consistent with available estimates of level densities. In the
regions of non - strongly overlapping levels it is this method from
which most reliable results can be expected.
§ u_I!l:1!1~J." i~~~g thj.~ P~E~:r i1<::~~ '!:>§13!~t§gt I~g~!l_eJ~' c:lJLIlcliy"idt!~l_gt!~!lj;itie~ _
of compound nuclear levels can not be observed in MeV neutron experiments
except for the lightest nuclei or at lowest energies for some medium weight
nucleL Mainly average quantities can be deduced from lfigh resolution
measurements the more aceurately the more all physically meaningful strue-
ture has been observed. But these quantities will be most important for
applied calculations. For reactor requirements it is especially the broader
strueture in the eros s seetion eurves whieh may not be at all negligible.
Therefore a better under standing of intermediate strueture phenomena
may be of great importanee. Valuable additional information can be ob-
tained from partial cross-seetion measurements. Therefore we try an attaek
also on this kind of experiments at present.
9. P.F.
R.H.
10. A.D.
11. H.B.
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